
SINAI at CLEF Ad-Ho Robust Trak 2007:applying Google searh engine for robustross-lingual retrievalFernando Martínez-Santiago, Arturo Montejo-Ráez, Miguel A. Garía-CumbrerasDepartment of Computer Siene. University of Jaén, Jaén, Spain{dofer,amontejo,mag}�ujaen.esAbstratWe have reported on our experimentation for the Ad-Ho Robust trak CLEF taskonerning web-based query generation for English and Frenh olletions. We haveontinued the approah of the last year, although the model has been modi�ed. Lastyear we used Google in order to expand the original query. This year we don't expandthe query but we rather make a new query to be exeuted. Thus, we have to deal withtwo lists of relevant douments, one from eah query. In order to integrate both listsof douments we have applied logisti regression merging solution. Obtained resultsare disouraging.Categories and Subjet DesriptorsH.3 [Information Storage and Retrieval℄: H.3.1 Content Analysis and Indexing; H.3.3 Infor-mation Searh and Retrieval; H.3.4 Systems and Software; H.3.7 Digital LibrariesGeneral TermsAlgorithms, Languages, Performane, ExperimentationKeywordsInformation Retrieval, Multilingual Information Retrieval, Robust Information Retrieval1 IntrodutionExpanding user queries by using web searh engines suh as Google has been suessfully used forimproving the robustness of retrieval systems over olletions in English[2℄. Due to the multilin-guality of the web, we have assumed that this ould be extended to additional languages, thoughthe smaller amount of web non-English pages ould be a major ounterpoint. Therefore, we haveused Google in order to expand the query in a similar way [3℄, but instead of replaing the originalquery by the the expanded query, we have exeuted both queries (the original and expanded one).For eah query we have obtained a list of relevant douments. Thus, we need to ombine theretrieval results from these two independent list of douments. This is a similar problem to the soalled olletion fusion problem [8℄, but we have not several olletions: there is only a olletionbut two list of relevant douments. The question is how should we make the alulus of the soreof eah doument in the �nal resulting list. Given a query, in order to integrate the informationavailable about the relevane of every retrieved doument, we have applied a model based onlogisti regression. Logisti regression has been used suessfully in multilingual senarios[5, 7℄.



2 Query expansion with Google searh engineThis setion desribes the proess for generating a new query using expansion by the Google searhengine. To this end, we have seleted a random sample doument. The following �elds orrespondto the doument with identi�ation number 10.2452/252-ah from the English olletion.<title>pension shemes in europe </title><des>find douments that give information about urrent pensionsystems and retirement benefits in any european ountry. </des><narr>relevant douments will ontain information on urrent pensionshemes and benefits in single european states. information ofinterest inludes minimum and maximum ages for retirement and the wayin whih the retirement inome is alulated. plans for futurepension reform are not relevant. </narr>These �elds have been onatenated into one single text and all ontained nouns, noun phrasesand prepositional phrases have been extrated by means of TreeTagger. TreeTagger is a toolfor annotating text with part-of-speeh and lemma information whih has been developed at theInstitute for Computational Linguistis of the University of Stuttgart1.One nouns and phrases are identi�ed they are taken to ompose the query, preserving phrasesthanks to Google's query syntax.douments ``pension shemes'' benefits retirement informationThe former string is passed to Google and the snippets (small fragment of text from theassoiated web page result) of the top 100 results are joined into one single text wherefrom, again,phrases are extrated with their frequenies to generate a �nal expanded query. The 20 mostfrequent nouns, noun phrases and prepositional phrases from this generated text are repliatedaording to their frequenies in the snippets-based text and then normalized to the minimalfrequeny in those 20 items (i.e. normalized aording to the least frequent phrase among the topones). The resulting query is shown below:pension pension pension pension pension pension pension pensionpension pension pension pension pension pension pension pensionpension pension pension benefits benefits benefits benefits benefitsbenefits benefits benefits benefits benefits retirement retirementretirement retirement retirement retirement retirement retirementretirement retirement retirement age age pensions oupationaloupational oupational oupational shemes shemes shemesshemes shemes shemes shemes shemes shemes shemes shemesshemes shemes shemes shemes shemes regulations informationinformation information information information sheme shemedislosure dislosure pension shemes pension shemes pensionshemes pension shemes pension shemes pension shemes pensionshemes pension shemes pension shemes pension shemes pensionshemes pension shemes retirement benefits shemes members membersoupational pension shemes oupational pension shemesoupational pension shemes retirement benefits retirement benefitsdislosure of informationFrenh douments have been proessed in a similar way, but using the OR operator to joinfound phrases for the generated Google query. This has been done due to the smaller number ofindexed web pages in Frenh language. Sine we expet to reover 100 snippets, we have foundthat with this operator this is possible, despite low quality texts been onsidered to produe the�nal expanded query.The next step is to exeute both original and Google queries on the Lemur information re-trieval system. The olletion dataset has been indexed using Lemur IR system2. It is a toolkitthat supports indexing of large-sale text databases, the onstrution of simple language modelsfor douments, queries, or subolletions, and the implementation of retrieval systems based onlanguage models as well as a variety of other retrieval models. The toolkit is being developed1Available at http://www.ims.uni-stuttgart.de/projekte/orplex/TreeTagger/2http://www.lemurprojet.org/



as part of the Lemur Projet, a ollaboration between the Computer Siene Department at theUniversity of Massahusetts and the Shool of Computer Siene at Carnegie Mellon University.In these experiments we have used Okapi as weighting funtion ([4℄).Finally, we have to merge both lists of relevant douments. [1, 6℄ propose a merging approahbased on logisti regression. Logisti regression is a statistial methodology for prediting theprobability of a binary outome variable aording to a set of independent explanatory variables.The probability of relevane to the orresponding doument Di will be estimated aording tofour parameters: the sore and the ranking obtained by using the original query, and the soreand the ranking by means of the Google-based query (see equation 1). Based on these estimatedprobabilities of relevane, the list of douments will be interleaved making up an unique �nal list.
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(1)The oe�ients α, β1, β2, β3 and β4 are unknown parameters of the model. When �ttingthe model, usual methods to estime these parameters are maximum likelihood or iteratively re-weighted least squares methods.As it is needed to �t the underlying model, training set (topis and their relevane assessments)must be available for eah monolingual olletion. Sine there are relevane assessments for Englishand Frenh, we have made the experiments for these languages only. For Portuguese we havereported only the base ase (we have not used Google queries for suh language).3 ResultsAs tables 1 and 2 show, the results are disappointing. For training data, Google queries improveboth the m.a.p. and the geometri preision in both languages, English and Frenh. But this goodbehavior disappears when we apply our approah on test data. Of ourse, we hope that preisionfor test data gets worse regarding training data, but we think that the di�erene in preision isexessive. This issue demands further analysis by us.Approah Colletion map gm-apGoogle training 0.29 0.12Base training 0.26 0.10Google test 0.34 0.12Base test 0.38 0.14Table 1: Results for English data. Google approah is the result obtained by merging originalqueries and Google queries. Base results are those obtained by means of original queries only.Approah Colletion map gm-apGoogle training 0.28 0.10Base training 0.26 0.12Google test 0.30 0.11Base test 0.31 0.13Table 2: Results for Frenh data. Google approah is the result obtained by merging originalqueries and Google queries. Base results are those obtained by means of original queries only.
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